INTRODUCTION
The use of adaptive psychophysical techniques in binaural hearing has been limited. In a recent paper, outlined some reservations which have frequently been expressed on using these techniques in binaural heating, and showed, despite these concerns, a successful use of the Levitt (1971) up-down method in a masking-leveldifference (MLD) task. The current letter makes recommendations on using adaptive psychophysics in binaural tasks involving the detection of interaural time differences (ITD). Of the few studies which have used adaptive tracking of ITD thresholds, nearly all have used fixed, linear-ITD steps (for example, 5.8 /.zs originally used by Levitt, 1971 ; more recently, 20 and 5 /xs by . It is recommended here that the stimulus dimension be logarithmically transformed. Such a transformation produces psychometric functions whose slopes are independent of the subject's threshold (i.e., they are paral!el). This letter briefly •The one exception is Hawley (1994) who also recommends log p,s units.
•This effective range is I log unit when the psychephysical discriminator sees a quantity which is related to the stimulus variable by a linear transfer function. Some psychemetric functions deviate from this rule and are better fitted with nonlinear power transforms. The log transform will in such cases also produce parallel psychomelric functions, but with different effective ranges.
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